
the bubble bag

The perfect quick evening bag!  This gorgeous little bag is 
light and airy and can be whipped up in a jiffy!

Ingredients

Main Fabric 30cm x 30cm
Lining Fabric 30cm x 40cm
Narrow Ribbon Scraps (10cm)
10mm elastic x 60cm
Magnetic Bag Clasp
Scraps of iron-on medium-weight interfacing (approx 
2”x5”x2)
Chain - approx 1m, cut to desired length

Method

1. Take your lining fabric and measure 2” from the top of each 30cm side.                                            
Iron on the interfacing on the wrong side of the fabric 2” down from the top.                                     
Iron a crease between the interfacing and the 2” of fabric above it                                                                     

2. Measure the centre of where you have put the interfacing, and cut 2 little                                       
notches for the magnetic catch.  You may want to strengthen these notches                                      
with some tiny stitches at each end.  Poke the catch up from the right side                                            
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3. Cut your elastic in 2 x 30cm strips.  In the centre of one of these strips cut 2 notches for your catch.  
Lay onto catch, then fasten clasp as per its instructions.

4. Repeat for the other side.

5. Fold down each side along the lines you pressed earlier.  Sew a loose channel for the elastic to go 
through on each side. 

6. On one side of the channel, take the elastic and pull out 3.5” unstretched, gathering the fabric evenly 
as you go.  Pin to the channel sides, sew to fix.  Repeat on the other side of the channel, and on the 
other side of the lining.

7. Fold the gathered lining fabric in half, right sides together, with the clasp lined up at the top.  Sew 
down each side, leaving a 2” gap on one side for turning.  Turn the right way out.  Put to one side.

8. OPTIONAL: Embellish main fabric with embroidery, sequins, ribbons etc.
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9. Take the main fabric, and fold in half right sides together.  

10. Feed a small length (approx 5cm)  of ribbon through each end of the chain.  Place the chain inside 
the folded bag, with the raw edges of the ribbon poking out each side 1” down from the top.  Make 
sure the length of ribbon left in each bag is even (approx 0.5 – 1cm) .  Pin to secure.

11. Sew down each side, leaving the top open,                                                                               
making sure to attach the ribbons firmly.

12. Place the lining (right sides out) inside the main bag (wrong side out) so the right sides of each part 
are facing each other.  Pin, lining up the seams, and then sew the lining and the main bag together 
¼ “ around the top of the bag.

13. Turn the bag the right way out using your turning hole, then slip stitch closed.

14. The bag will need a little fiddle with to make sure the lining and outside are lined up.  The main 
fabric should ‘bubble’ around the top, creating a gorgeous puffed up effect.
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